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Board denies Mann Caucus election appeal
BY BON WUKESON
Guardian SUJT Writer
The University Appeals board
denied an appeal to Thomas
Mann Tuesday which would h»v<.
necessiiated the holding of a new
eleciton for the Student Caucus
chairer for next year. Mann said
he felt that his technical ineligibility to run in the general
elections was discriminator)-.
Mann, along with Ombudsman
Mark Halstead. told the b -ard

that he bid gathered the accessary fifty signatures to run far
Chairer, and tried to turn in his
appikarion to the Dean of Students office. Assistant Dean of
Students Joanne Risacher told
Mann he was ineligible because
he was not technically /, student
a! the time.
Mann, who had dropped out of
school earlier this quarter for
personal reasons to take a vacation. protested that he should
student at

tile time of the election jince he self .and in good standing...
someone who is involved (and)
had paid tuition for the quarter
Risacher stated that according degree-seeking." appealed Risato Article I. secaod I of the cher's decision on May 17.
Halstead noted that the movt
constitution, a candidate for Caucus Chairer "must be a matricu- was made "well within the perlant, degree seeking student." iod of time the election cotnmisRisacher said that she took the
KmetK,
term "matriculant student" to
chemistry.
mean that the student must be
"currently enrolled."
Mann, who disagreed that matriculaacy should be defined by a
student "seeking to better

Kmetic feh. (hat if a
could not vote for himself
he could not run in the election.
Mann stated that if the law
was to be interpreted in that
fashion, it was discriminator,
against students who
go to school for we fa
and summer of an
year. The same law. sail
docs not discriminate
Caucus members who are not
enrolled in the summer, yet
serve at thai time.

Benzene steals sight
•ould not determine exactly
or when she inhaled the
although they have
speculated
that she could only
The debilatory properties of
have
been
exposed to the toxic
the chemical benzene cost a
WSU student Bambi Barth. her solvents while either in i
vision in one eye. Friday, Mvy 6. lab or working with
The accident will also cost the materials in the Nexus office,
University a Caucus education where she is an assistant editor.
Federal regulations '
rep. a Nexus production editor,
and a chemistry education major. the compound are being
Harth sustained a burn on her lated.
Students and others who reguleft cornea from a caustic base
she was handling in her Chemis- larly work with solvents, as in
chemistry or commercial art, are
try 141 lab. Later that day her
optometrist referred Barth to exposed to the chemical daily.
Barth's physician told her that
several eye sp -•ciaiists who treated the burn and placed a patch her reaction isn't common although anyone exposed to solover the damaged eye.
Barth wore the petch for two vents could possibly experience
the same reaction.
When it was removed on
Barth's sensitivity to benzene
Wednesday, May 18 Barth disas dictated that she give up bet
covered that she had lost all
as Nexus
vision in her left eye. After
id drop her
consulting several specialists
Barth was told that her left optic class because of the
further damage to her
nerve had apparently been rup
tured in a reaction to benzene As a result she has decided not
she inhaled sometime during the to return to the University and
two weeks since May 6. As ha; applied to Mt Vernon College
benzene is a component of al- to study theology in preparation
most all solvents Barth's physi- for a career as a missionary.
1Y PAMELA EDENS
Guardian Associate Ellllor

Shall we
gather at
the river?
Ten Pickerell
her faith in Jesus
baptized by Butch I
George Pacura in the moat,
and hugs brother George. |All
photos by Robert Paulson)

Seniors won't get early grades
BY SUSAN OPT
and JEFF LACON
Guardian Staff Writers

Seniors planning 10 take finals
a.;d receive grades eaflv this
year, can forgci it. according to
Louis Falkner. WSU Registrar.
Falkner saiil "There will be no
early grade for seniors or early
graduates."
"In the five year? i've been
here." said Falkner, "Once a
year Academic Council nas been
discussing this matter."
He explained the faculty only
had two choices, to give two
exams (one tii seniors and one
finals week :or give everyone an
early esam. so that graduating
could receive their
d diplomas at the cere"The conflict in preparing two
exams is in trying to get a good
measure of achievement, and
still make the second exam different from the first." Falkner
continued. "Wish an early exam

professcis complain, especially
in the sciences, that there isn't
g sufficient amount of class
time."
He added too that many students would end up with two.
th.ee or four exams on the same
day. os the exams would be
given on the last day of class.
"lr< 1974, we did not give out
ceremony, there
> early grades." said
"Students at the ceremony made no comment about it.
that it was bad or anything."
"The following year, students
on the Commencement ct.<imittee wanted diploma*." ' « explained, "So for the next two
yea's we had early grades,"
At '.his year's commencement,
all students with 8 2.0 or more
grade point average and "we
know will have 183 hours, will be
given diplomas," said Falkner,
"Only those in great doubt will
not get them."
"If graduation requirements
ir* not met. the student will be

asked to return the diploma." he
continued, "if the certificate is
not returned there will be a hold
placed on the student's transcripts. "
He added, "Graduate student'
will receive their diplomas only
after their thesis papers are
handed in."
Falkner feels that using this
graduation policy may spare
some students embarrassment.
Under the old system.
who did no: graduate
ceive a letter in ihei
cover stating they had not
atcd.
"How could ! walk up to ay
family and friends after the ceremony and tell them 1 hadn't
graduated." commented Falk
ner. "Now students will find out
after the ceremony and can make
it up in summer school without
telling anyone if they want. '
Falkner added too that the original graduation date had been
set a week »*ter school wa* out.
"But too many students and fa

culty would be leaving the Dayton area by then." he explained,
" s o we had to have graduation as
close as possible to when school
ends."
Graduation is scheduled for
the morning of June 1! at the UD
arena at 10 am.
Falkner sain! about TOO people
would be in the ceremonv. with

March or August graduates
Falkner estimated thst of those
graduating, about 5 to 10 w<w«d
be returning their diplomas
March and December graduates
received their diAuf;ust graduates
their diplomas by
the second week of

Gas companies may pay Rhodes' travel expenses
I GUARDIAN May 26, 1977

BY BARBARA LAND
Guard Urn Staff Writer
Staie Auditor Thomas E Ferguson is still trying to induce
Ohio's privately owned natural
gas companies to pay expenses
incurred by Governor Rhodes'
staff on natural gas search trips
made during early 1977.
According to Ferguson's office. most of the costs in quc»*ion
which may exceed $25,000, are
for newspaper advertising.
The auditor's office has caused
the State of Ohio to pay ap-

proximately S8.0U) ot the bills,
Ferguson stated, because it was
"senseless to further delay payment to the vendors who provided a legitimate scrvicr."
Pete Forster. Dayton Power
and Light's treasurer and vicepresident of administration and
finance, stated through coordinator of media relations Monna
Jamison. "If the situation would
come up again, we would consider paying."
"We didn't change our contention as to who the ultimate
payer should be." said Fred

Good Luck
with
your Finals
from

THE SHED
1126 Brown St.

223-6902

April 15 to supply me names of
the utility company executives
who accompanied Rhodes on the
trips in question, and Ferguson
has renewed his written request
"(The governor's office) has chosen to ignore it." said Kr.ippenburg.
Chan Cochran, administrative
assistant in the governor's office,
refused to comment.
"(Ferguson) is asking on a
moral plane," said Knippenburg.
"He asked the Public Utilities

BY CATHY CALKINS
(.uardlan Staff Writer

Association for Children with
Learning DtMbiHt'-.s thought
Wright State deserved recognition for their pilot program."'
Burke Lehman, graduate assir.:ant to the learning disabilities
<L0> pilot program said. "Kigar
was chosen in consideration of
his grades, how well he performed in the program, how much he
was using our services and on
whether or not he was promoting
the program."
Kigar has beeit a part of the
LD pilot program since it's beginnings ii, 1^74. The program

provides counseling, test proctors, tutoring, and access to the
tape library.
"1 knew about the scholarship,
but 1 was surprised to receive
it," said Kigar, who also related:
"1 have been a spokesman to
many groups for Learning Disa
bilities and did consultant work
for Montgomery County board of
Education."
Kigar is from Hamilton. Ohio
and now resides in WSU's Resi
dence hall. He plans on going
into government civil service
when he graduates.

l.ontinued from page It
Francis Goeggel. of the com
mencement committee, said Dr
Andrew Spiegel, executive vice
president and provost, will give a
short 10 minute-, speech at commencement. No outside speakers
will be included in the program
New this year, "each individual school will be wearing its
own color of tassel." Goeggel
mentioned. The School of Nur
sing will have apricot tassels,
business and accountiag-drab.
economics copper, liberal artswhile. graduate students-black,
education light blue, engineering-orange, ar.d science-yellow
and gold. In previous years, all

students have worn black tassels.
Also, for the first time, this
year, honor students will be recognized with a gold chord.
Goeggel added "there will be
no reception this year after the
ce'emony." The reception will be
held Thursday, June 9, f-om 4:30
to 7:30 pm in the Upper Hearth
Lounge under the sponsorship of
the Commencement committee
tncl the Alumni Association. All
graduating students are invited.
Goeggel also pointed out "this
is the first time we have had
graduation in the morning for
quite a few years." Students will
be imviduallv recognized during
(he commencement ceremony.

Kigar receives LD award
A special learning disabilities
scholarship has been awarded to
Wright State University by the
Ohio Association for Children
with Learning Disabilities.
Craig Kigar, a political science
major is the recipient of the $i30
scholarship. Kigar is one of the
studenis involved in the learning
disabilities pilo' program at
Wright State, The pilot program
is part of the special education
department but works in conjunction with Hanaicappec' Services.
Emelda Dahms, coordinator of
scholarships said, "The Ohio

Gong Show
Tuesday 9-Midnlght
Ail acts welcome
All American loung.
87' E. Frankly n St, t e n u i s llle
Call 433-5069 o, 433-9ftiS

£<per! Repair- Foreign and domestic cars
Wo»k Guaranteed One Yeai
808 South Centra' Av«

Fairfcorn Ohio
Phone K7<»-(WI

wwsu

Commission of Ohio (PUCO) to
order (payment by the companies); PUCO said they can't legal
ly do so."
PUCO chairer. Luther Hechman
stated. "The attorney general
advises us that we're without
authority to do that sort of
thing...! believe it wouldn't he
proper even if we could, because
these trips were made, not on
behalf,of the companies, but on
behalf of Oh mans So OHioans
should pay."

Kmppenmirg, a public information officer in Ferguson's office.
"The people that benefited directly should have footed the bill.
These utilities operate i<nder a
monopoly permit. It seems they
have an obligation to provide in
sufficient quantities. The Governor s office did their work for
them We're asking that the
utility companies reimburse the
state
a pro-rata basis." Such
reinbursements would go to the
general revenue funds, he said.
Ferguson asked Rhodes on

Yard Sole and Concert

hm

Friday, May 27th on the WSU quad .

Beer 35®(a can), hot dogs, and
rummage.
Live bands from 11am Fri. to 2:30am Sat.

Speigel to be speaker
at 1977 commencement

WSU Bookstore
CLOSED
Memorial Weekend
May 28 29-30

Featuring:
Eclipse,

Muff Bros. Band,

Eternal Equinox,
Moriah,

Paradox,

Tequilla Sunrise,
Ukiah.

P E R M O I M T H
For plasma donations.

plasma alliance

Open Daily Plus 4 l>enlngt
165 2 Helena
M4-I9TJ
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Student Media committee selects Racz for Nexus
BY KATHY GASPER
Guardian Staff Writer

The Student Media committee
Tuesday s e l c .-d Frank Racz. jr
to the post of Nexus editor for
the 1977-7R academic year,
sources close to the committee
say.
The official decision is expected to be released within a week.
The sole opponent Racz faced
for the editorship of '.lie campus
literary magazine was the curent

editor, Randy Marshall.
"I'm pleased,'' Racz said "I
fel' that there was a need for a
change. I'm glad and ready to
go "
Racz said he is interested in
the Nex„s concept, but was
unhappy with the direction the
magazine has been taking this
year, " l ! was turning into an
underground cliche." he said,
" h used insipid cartoons and
poetry rather than attempting to
publico 'legitimate art."

Beyerlein remains chief editor
Sources close to the student
Media committee say the committee Tuesday unanimously reappointed Thomas Beyerlein
Guardian Editor for the 1977-78
academic year. Beyerlein, who is
the seivnd Guardian editor in
Wright State history to serve two
terms, will be responsible for
editing the first daily Guardian
this coming faX
Dennis Geehan. the Guar
dian's senior staff member, op"pwfcifBeverieir with a proposal
tor a twice-weekly newspaper
with a monthly magazine supplement.
In terms of improving the
Guardian for 77-78, Beyerlein
stated. "1 think there's a need
for refinement of the system
we're using for proofreading production. The s f le is not what it
should be.
"1 feel that because the students' time is limited in reading
the newspaper it is advantageous
to condense national and Iota!
news rather than having students
read SS pages tn a city paper.
We're going to concentrate more
on the college news from AP that
the Dayton papers can't concentrate on. Our audience is limited
in its composition and I intend to
meet the needs of college students," Beyerlein stated.
"The paper is going to have to
be reaiiy reorganized," said
Beyerlein. "obviously because
Mere are going to be twice as
many paper*. We're going to
need a wire editor and expand
the editorial board from fivi to
eight people We'll be expanding
the number of jobs in all staff
positions.
Beverlein considers it a chul-

Sundays 9pm-12am

THE CHEMISTRY SET
1023 N. Central Ave, Fairborn
Across from Lang's

GUYS $2.50

Tfbxivt'THu^ic
Beyerlein | Both photos this page by Chris Plledderer]
ienge to pu». out WSU's fust daily
paper. and aspires to be a minor

editor of a metropolitan newspaper.

Springfielders
5 Drafts (Light & Dark)
Peanuts in the shell
(One of Springfield's Oldest Taverns)
Meikra? Atmosphere
Try Us!
"Just a damn good place to drink"
Mil W. North

tcith a South of the Border

Flavor"

A bargain for the student body

: This Coupon entitles you to:

2 Combination Burrito's for $1.25

:
j

LADIES Free

18 and over on Sundays only

D Jack's Taco Inn
j

Racz said the Student Activities Budget board's decision !o
replace the Nexus editor's current $1,000 per year salary to
three tuition waiver* does not
dampen his enthusiasm for the
magazine.
"I knew about the coniroversy
concerning the salary of the
editor before I applied. I am
excited about the project; money
is secondary," he said.
Racz is experienced in the
areas of copyright, advertisement. layout, and design. He is a
senior majoring in communication iiwrders.

Drink and Drown

BY KATHY GASPER
Guardian Staff Writer

"rood

He also said Nexus recruiting
must be intensified. "Next year
I'm going to try to generate
interest in poetry and writing
Many short story writers must be
sought out. You can't put a
classified ad (in the Guardian)
and expect writers to respond.
"Also, i would like to switch
typset format to hand calligraphy. I want to include experimental graphics in print, utilize
the prim media more, ' he said.
Photographic essays, experimental graphics, and literary
criticism of poetry are also in
store for Nexus. Racz added.

T h e Main Music place tor the Bf»l Buys
on M unit al Instrument* A Accessories
in the Area.
24 E. Main St
fairborn. Ohio
8" 8-4000

Fairborn Natural Foods
• Natural foods and organic meats
e Natural vitamins and minerals
• Hi protein supplements
• Magazines and Books on nutrition
We accept
Food stamps
Master Charge
Bank Americard

5832 N. Dixie, Dayton

Good after 2:00 pm through September 1, 1977

146 N. Broad St.
Fairborn, OH
879-0431

BMW
DATSUN

Regular price $ 1.74
1328 Kauffman, Fairborn

75 W. Main
\ei:la, Ohio
372-4*1-1
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Editor
Thomas Beyetlein
Managing Editor
Lance Goldberg
Newt ftlhor
Susan Callan

Auociaie Ldl"or
Pam Edens
Copy Editor
Dave McHroy

(Amnion

Daily Guardian
After talkik,t; to a number of individuals on campus, we have
comi' to the conclusion thai most people, students or otherwise,
arc unaware of the fact that the GUARDIAN will, barring drastk.
University-wide budget cutbacks, become a daily newspaper.
beginning in September.
The DAILY GUARDIAN will be issued four times per week.
Tuesday through Friday \many campus "dailies" operate on this
schedule| and will contain local, national and international news ' >
supplement campus news.
We at the GUARDIAN would like to express our sincere
appreciation to the Student Activities Budget board. Acting Dean
ill Students G Edward Pollock, the Student Media committee, and
the administration of Wright State University for their help in
initiating a project which we feel will be of far-reaching
educational and experiential value as well as of campus-wide
importance.
By the way. due to the Memorial Day weekend, the GUARDIAN
will not appear Tuesday. May 31. Our last spring issue will be
available Thursday. June 2 and will feature our PAGE XIII
supplement, on the subject of human death

Goldbricks

v. The ail-American turkey v

It is not true that Benjamin
Franklin originated the term
"turkey" as a derogatory metaphor. However, it is true that he
suggested the turkey as out
national biru. Needless to say.
our founding fathers favored the
more vicious species of fowl -the
bald eagle. They couldn't have
been more shortsighted Turkeys
shall inherit the earth.
At one time a symbol of
abundance long associated with
the Thanksgiving cornucopia, the
American turkey has progressed
from the favorite object of elementary school art projects io the
most severe put down.
Beginning as the focal p»iot at
the Thanksgiving table, the toien
wit of the feast would suffice the
pre-gorge prayer with, "Thank
God I'm not the turkey." or
make the profound observation
that, "Everybody lik*« Thanksgiving -except for the turkey."
America soon began to chaiacterue the unsuspecting turkey,
the most gullible of birds, as the
ciassic fall guy. What other
animal is exploited as much as
the turkey? Where else on earth
can one find an example of God's
creation so malleable that it must
be taught the primal function of
reproduction? Mat has domesticated the turkey to such an
extent that it willingly walk- to

Hook, line and sucker
Wright Slate registration forms must have been designed by our
local marketing geniuses. It is no accident that you have to
willfully t hecu the insurance selection box in order to NOT receive
student insurance.
Usually in this world of up and down, back and forth, one has to
act to get something and remain passive to NOT gel some'lting
The unwary student is e.isy prey to such crafty business practices
WV re still trying to figure out the portion on registration forms
concerning the student /directory. A loss leader it s not.
No matter how you respond to the student directory selection,
you never see one published or distributed.
The administration did a fine jcb on preparing :he fall schedule
with advertising sponsors: wfcf can't they apply some of this
vankee ingenuity to the student phone directory?

The Wright State Guardian is published on Tuesdays ana
| Thursdays during the academic year under the authority of the
| Student Media committee of Wright State University.
< Opinions expressed in cartoons and editorial columns d>- not
j necessarily reflect the opinions of the WSL' administration, faculty.
I JT staff.
!
News shorts, campus happenings letters to the editor, classified
i ado. and news tips can be submitted to the Guardian office, 046
I University Center. Wright.State University. Dayton. Ohio 45431
873-2505
Designed by Black Lemon Productions.
I adv/rttsutg manager
linda vree lanu
business manager
spring white
| secretary
Judy Williamson
I "list
Jimmy greene
I photographers
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tarry cooper
j
i
I
j
;
I

staff
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Proofreader
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•esetters
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visor
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i -'««*
beavercrvek news

By Lance Goldberg

key lips,
lurkey buzzard!," or
simply, "turkl"
Our word, "turkey" was
doomed from the very beginning
when English adopted the name
in confusion with the guinea
fowl.
Yet. it is no slight recognition
to have become a White House
joke when last November our
Thanksgiving token wits slobber
ed over «hc tabli, "Georgia's
haven' peanuts fer Thanksgivm
'cause they sent their turkey to
Washington."
But who is the real turkey?
Bald eagles aren't doing so well
these days with DDT and_ poach_
e-s and such. Turkeys, in spite of
sounds better than when it is their shortcomings, are 'one of
rolling off the tongue of super the most prolific birds in existdetective, super macho Telly ence. No other animal has such a
Savalas who can reduce the symbiotic relationship with mantoughest thug by a sneer and a, turkey* feed us and we feed
"Listen turkey, you'll burn for turkeys. Even though the turkey
this. one." Americans hate sex- is one of the closest resemless fall guys who haven't the blances to the extinct dodo, it
sense to dodge cars or ge- out of seeps quite warm and satisfied in
the rain before they drown.
it's coop during the winter while
A turkey by any other nunc more glorious bird* such as the
would not sound as silly. A cardinal migrates and fights for
certain phonetic power would be its very survival.
missing if one were to attack a
Keep your eyes on th» quiet,
dunderhead with the Latin equi- seemingly innocent bird lest it
valent, MeleagrL gallopavo. On- find its way to the possidentis!
ly harsh, nasai American English seal end Julia Child begins writ
conveys the true debasement oT ing Thanksgiving recipes for
the accusation. "Turkeel", "tur- Bald Eagle almond dressing.
the chopping blc.k and has lost
the instinct to propagate it; species.
In this light, it is no wonder
that the term, "turkey" never

A Sa% (tar&tan
is in your future

^

Wright State University's first daily student newspaper needs
reporters, artists, secretaries, typesetters, photographers <
and advertising personnel
——
— Now is the time time to apply
——
+ All positions are paid
* Communication credit is available

s.

Applicants must he able to attend summer twining sessions
Apply now at the <§uar5tan 046 University Center
For more information . call 873-2505
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Coverage of Women's Cultural Week attacked
To the editor:
The members of the Women's
Action collective would like to
comment on your coverage (or
lack of coverage) of Women's
Cultural Week
1 Although we provided the
Guardian with our schedule of
events and a news release from
WSU News and Information service. up to two week prior to our

events, you chose to ignore our
program, forcing us to submit a
News Short (which was printed)
and a letter to the editor (which
was not printed).
2 Although our activities num
bered over 40 separate events
your coverage was limited to one
article and two editorials on Fio
Kennedy, and two pictures.
3. The Guardian failed to reali-

ze that Flo Kennedy was sponsored because she is controversial. because she has been involved in numerous movements,
because she speaks her mind In
addition you failed to note that
her fee was for two major keynotes. here and at Wilberfoive
University,
4. The Guardian failed to acknowledge the fact that guest

To the editorIn response to the opinion
expressed in the May 17 issue of
the Guardian concerning the College Work-Study program, a clarification of the earnings limitation for College Work-Study recipients is needed. Specifically,
'.he administration of the College
Work-Study program is governed
by federal regulations (not University financial aid policy), and
a portion of those regulations
stipulated that a College WorkStudy recipient caniot recieve
financial assistances in excess of
his/her demonstrated financial
need. Further, the federal government specifies that all University controlled funds must be
considered as types of financial

assistance for the College WorkStu<*.y program, in addition to the
National Direct Student Loan
program and the Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant
program. In accordance with
these regulations. College WorkStudy recipients cannot be legally transferred to the regular
student payroll at the time they
achieve their maximum College
Work-Study earning limit.
Because regular student employees are not federally funded
and thus are not limited by a
maximum earnings total, there is
an obvious difference in the
restrictions which exist between
College Work-jtuOy recipients
and regular student employees.
This difference does rot. how-

ever. absolve the University of its
legal obligation to comply with
federal regulations.
It should be noted that the
National Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators has
submitted proposals to revise the
College Work-Siudy regulations
in an attempt to reduce the
present inequities. In general,
these proposals have not received strong support from Congress because of a perceived
need by Congress to maintain the
legislative intent of the program
and to maintain some degree of
fiscal control within the student
assistance programs.

Darr. Feds control work/study

David Darr
Financial Aid Director

'

campus tjappentngB

x

friday. may 27. 1977
wwsu concert-b:30 pm, wsu quad, bands include: v.k."\h. eclipse,
parados and eternal equinox, the concert is free to ihe g'-neral
public, beer will be on hand.
.
V
'

gaiast women? Docs the Gaardxan not consider these relevant
issues? We do.
Watch for ss next year, ma-'be
we can both improve.
I inda Saltern
Women J Action collective

Today is the last day for the University Center Upper Hearth
Lounge woodcut print display by Jonathan. \Chri* Pfledderer
phctn\

Lakewood Inn has "personality"
BY ROBERT MAECI'M
Guardian feature Writer

Is this really an engineering experiment or is it more an? |CAnj
|Chns
Pfledderer photo]

speake s are to educate, motivate
present a different perspective. Flo Kennedy's activities are
on the other extreme of most
persons' at WSU.
5 Finally, you fell into the
media rut of sensationalizing the
flamboyant issues. What of our
programs on child care? women's
rights? religion? politics? sexuality? music? IMCUJ? crimes a-

t and

Even with the current price of
gas, one of the most pleasant
ways to spend a warm summer
evening is to take a drive through
the country. It's even more
worthwhile if you have a good
restaurant for a goal.
The Lakeview Inn, 4153 Beach
Trail, Jamestown, is such a
place. Located ten minutes east
of Xenia on route 35. sr.d seven
miles south of Ceriarville on
route 72, it offers excellent food
at the end of a perfectly timed
country cruise.
The prices are very reasonable. There aren't many places
you can get a !2-ounce T-bone
steak with all the trimmings for
14.75.
Their specialty is seafood,
which they have delivered freshfrozen once a week fror.i Pittsburgh

I had flounder stuffed with
crab meat, which cost $3.50 and
included a salad, potato choice,
and coffee It was excellent.
tKough the crab was a bit pasty
Their other seafood special is
the Lakeview platter. It's a whiting fillet, and clam stuffed with
crab It comes with the abovementioned extras for V.50.
Their Italian selections are
equally tasty. My companion
ordered lasagna, which with garlic toast, salad, potato, and drink
cost $2.75. It was only mildly
spicy, but other*i;e auite good
They also have shrimp, clam,
and chicken dinners, each S2.75.
Side orders include superb borne
fries, french fries, and french
fried mushrooms.
For dessert they offer four
sundae flavors, a variety of pies,
and cheesecake. Prices range
from 55 to 70 cents.
The building itself is not impressive. Its gravel parking lot.

large windows, and covered patio
give it a beach front snack-shack
air. Inside, one notes the spire
tiecoi, the usual tables ard
booths.
Normally a place like this has
little "personality" about it. The
inn's cleanliness, however, and
its quick, courteous service
makes it casually comfortable.
There are ducks on the lawn,
and visitors arc invited to feed
them. The beach is quiet. The
houses on the opposite shore are
the picture of tranquility.
The inn is owned by Gene and
Jan Debor.s. Their capable staff
includes waitress Doris Gobel.
cooks Brett Webb and Rudy
Brown, and dishwasher Derick
W,?bb.
It may be a bit of a drive,
but- setting, staff, and food com
bine to make the Lakewood Inn
in every way worth the trip.

Bussing
ing thp
rnp hlind
nnnn

Handicapped Services "is not here to cater to whims

To the editor:
it see.-as the Guardian has
taken it upon itself to slate an
opinion oo a situation that you
obviously did not bother to investigate. I'm referring to the issue
of blind students cot being eligible for the special transportation
services. 1 will also refer to the
article published about Koverman.
First of all. the service is not
free. Student? within 3 miles pay
50 cents each way; 4 to " miles
from the university costs us 75
cents one way. up to 12 miles a
dcfiir.
Now. if it co«s m< a dollar
icily to come from Fairbom, vou

can be sure a Kettering run
would be $2.00 a day. So the
blind guy with the complaints is
actually saving himself $5 a
week, or $20 a month by getting
himself a ride with another student!
Had you pothered to check it
out, you would have known that
the service is not free, and you
could also learn some reasoning
behind the policy Handicapped
Services is not here to cater to
disabled students every whim.
As I see it. they are here to
provide assistance when ir. is
needed, to held disabled students function as independently
as possible.
Blind people cannot see. but

they can walk. And I daresay it's destination. I think this Kover- didn't answer his question. All !
more leasable to take a can* or a man guy is failing to count his can say is that I've been here
seeing eyedog on a city bus than blessing, or else he wants to nearly 5 years, asked a beck of
a lot of questions, and she's
for someone in a wheelchair to raise a stink for the fun of it.
If blind students became eligi- always given good answers.
even contemplate using the pubGranted,
rot always the or.es I
lic transit system. With the ble, why shouldn't students who
public transportation as it is now, limp becottje eligible, and stu- wanted to hear.
Knowing Ibe people in Handiit is impossible for people in dents who have heart trouble,
wheelchairs to use city buses. If aad those with epilepsy, and capped services as 3 do, ! 'eel
that much thought anC considerDaytoc buses had lifts, then those with ingrown toenails!
ation went oa before they toot a
Harf"'capped Services would teU Someone hud to draw the line.
position of not buuing the blind.
Pat
Mara
is
not
one
IO
pat
you
us to use public trv.ispoctatkwi
on the head and give you a Boio
dml
Marsha Gross
Hitching a ride with friends or button because you're crippled,
other students is also a far out or blind, or whatever the disability.
But
she.
is
a
very
fair
person;
Letter*
to
th*
editor
an welidea for people in electric wheelchair*. It would be qui*, a pain she knows her job sad does it come and may be dropped off in
well! It is unfair the way that the GUARDIAN office. AO letteri
foe someone to du«ssemble the
your article portrayeo her.
mutt be signed.
wheelchair, pot it in the trunk,
Koverman claims that she
then put it baci together at the
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Art In the Hark
The 10th anniversary of
"Art in the Park" will feature
top midwestera artists and
draftsmen who will present a
wide variety of original, high
quality work
It will be held »t the Riverbend Art Center, 142 Rivertend drive (turn right at the
first iraftio light north on
Riverside Dr after the Patterson Blvd Bridge) 1! am to 6
pm May 28 and 29.
Placemen! Exam*
Placement exams in the
areas of English. Reading,
Mathematics and Caseer GuiJame have been scheduled at
the Western Ohio Branch of
WSU.
The scheduled ctams an.'
set for May 28, June 9. July
28. August 25 and September
I. 8. IS. All tests will be at 9
am in Room I "M A of the auditorium.
Placement exams may also
be taken by appointment with
Dr Douglas W Johnson. Director, Counseling Jk Testing,
WOBC-WSU. Celina, Ohio
45822. 58»>-2365 or *44-1458
There is no fee for the examinations or career counseling.
Students arc advised to rtview basic grammar and algebra
KAR.MC festival
(ome and enjo> a da> of
Afrikan culture as the Bolinga
center at Wright State University proudly presents its
4th KARAMU (Kar a mil) fes
tival June 3, 10 am to 5 pm
The Afrikan festivities will
include plays, poetry readings. Afrikan fashion show,
and some Afrikan displays all
in the mood of an Afrikan
Village festival
For more information feel
flee to contact: Ms Carolyn
Wright, Bolinga center, 873208h
Crisis Center
The Crisis Center. SJ n.
Collier St. Xenia. is presently
recrui'ing volunteers to aork
on it* Ji-hout Hotline.
h training program for new
volunteers is scheduled to
start on June I. People who
arc ii,:erested in participating
may cal. 376-2993 or 426-2302.
Volunteers will be trained
to help people with a variety
of problems: maritai. drugs,
unwanted pregnancy, suicide,
family, and many others. So
special educational or occupational background is required. However, persons interested in volunteering must
be able to relate well ' . jthcr
people, be able to listen with
out prejudice, and be willing
to care.
WW51 Free Concert
As part of the yird sale
festivities. WWSU is sponsoring a free concert the evening
of May 27.
Beginning at 6:10 (and ending God knows when) music
will be provided by Vkiah,
Eclipse.
Paradox, Eternal
Equinox, among others. Come
and join us, it wouldn't be the
same without you.

WWSU Yard Sale
WWSU holds it seco- d annual yard sale on
27,
beginning at 10 am. ,ot dogs,
canned beer, live bands, and
spectacular rummage will be
in attendance. Why don't you
come to? It wouldn't be the
same without you.
Brecht At Antioch
Brecht. a cabaret performance of songs, poems, and
excerpts from the plays of
Bertoit Brecht, will be presented by the Antioch Area
Theatre 3 1" eilow Springs
Friday through Sunday. May
20-22 and 27-29. All performances are at 8:30 pm in the
Workshop theatre.
For reservations and ticket
informa'ion call 864-1461. or
767
767-7331 extension 285.
Tickets are $2.50 general
admission and $1.50 for students and senior citizens, refresh mcnts will be served
The Hostage
Cincinnati Playhouse in the
Park will be presenting The
Hostage by Brendan Behan
from May 10 to June 5.
For prices and times cal!
1-621-7770. The Playhouse is
located at 962 Mt Adair's
Circle, Cincinnati, Ohio
Old Fashioned Fair
The Oregon Historic District has made plans for the
3rd annua! "Old Fashioned
Fair" to be held Sunday . June
5. 12-6 pm. This has traditionally been one of the major
events in Dayton's first and
oldest neighborhood, along
vnth the annual tour of houses
in October. This year's
'Fair" ts intended to kick off
a full summer of activities for
which plans are bring made to
include a music festival, a volleyball tournament, and a
cross country bike race.
For
more
information,
please contact Spencer Myers,
this year's "Fair" chairman:
Day 22J-0123. Evenings 224
3354
Choosing C areen
Career Planning & Placement offers free small group
sessions for Wright State students. "Career Exploration",
for freshman and sophomores
who have not chosen a major,
is a 2-scssior. group that will
help participants explore caleer options and make tenta
live major and career choices.
Dates of sessions are: Wed
nesday. May 11 & 18, 2:10-3
pm: Tt.ursday. May 19 & 26.
2:15-3:15 pm. and Wednes
day. May 25 ind June 1,
2:10-3 pm.
"Career P!annmg" is for
studewts who have chosen a
major but arc uncertain of
what career direction to go.
The 2-session group wiii be
held Tuesday May 10 & 17.
2:'' 3:15 pm: Tuesday, Maylb & 23. 2 pm-3 pm; and
Tuesday. May 24 (•: 31. 2:153 15 pm
All sessions will take place
in the Office of Career Planning & Placement. To sign
up, come to 134 Oelman hall
or call 873-2556.

Physics Seminar
Dr Patrick Heienger. research physicist of the A>Force Materials Laboratory
will gtve a 45 minute presentation on Electrical Transport Properties of Semiconductors.
It will be delivered on Friday. May 27 at 1:10 pm, room
208 Fawcett.
Antioch Dance Concert
A dance concert in which
two Antioch seniors will ore
sent projects is scheduled i"
the South Gym on campus
beginning at 8 J 0 pin Friday .
May 27. through Monday.
May 30. Tickets are $1.50.
No ticket reservations are
required, but further intwijiation can &e obtained by calling
767-733 i. est 535.
New Marketing Club Officers
Congratulations to the new
marketing club officers for the
1977-78 school year. They are.
President: Kathv Heinke. Secretary: Patty Coilins. Trea
surer: Allen Jackson.

Neuifi
Handling HosilMtks
Dr "no Wade, of Wright
State University, will teach a
class in Handling Hostilities
at the Central YWCA on
Wednesday from 7-9 pm, beginning June 15.
Dr Wade will help class
participants to examine the
ways that they typically deal
with anger :nd frustration and
help then, develop new skills
and techniques in handling
>'heir hostilities.
Registration for Handling
Hostilities may be made Mondav through Friday from 8:30
am to 5 pm in room 304 of the
Central YWCA. 141 West
Third Street Membership in
the YWCA is not required
Fee for the four-week course
is $12 for YWCA members
and $15 or non members. For
more information call 4615550
Day Ion Phil at Inland Park
Oil June 5 at 8:00 pm the
Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra, Charles Wendelken-Wilson. Music Director, will be
heard in its only summer
performance free, at the Diehl
Bandshell. Island Park. Dayton.
The Orchestra will open ihe
program with The Blue Danube by Johann Strauss. Music
Director
Wendelkrn-Wilson
has invited Joe Smith of
WKEF-TV, ClubhouM 22 to
accompany the Orchestra as
the narrator in Prokoftiev's
Peter and the Wolf anil the
Dayton Philharmonic Y y-.ih
Orchestra will join with the
Philharmonic in a performance of Tchaikovsky's 1812
Overture.
Pointer* and Sculptors Show
The Dayton Society of
Painters sad Sculptors will
hold its annual members
Juried show at the Winters
Tower Lobby starting June 6
to June 24. The show may be
seen during business hours
daily.

Bio and Health S r i w - CJ»b
The Biological and Health
Scienccs Club will hold a
meeting. Thursday. May 26th
in room 045 University Center
at 7:00 pm, Nominations and
the election of new officers
will be held as well as a
discussion of a possible canoe
trip ar.d end of year party
Everyone is welcome.
Employment for the Disabled
The Youth Employment
Program at Wright Patterson
Air Force Base has summer
jobs available for disabled
students. Specific openings
are available for clerk-typists
ar.d for those with backgrounds in general officwork. math, engineering,
drafting and electronics. Contail Handicapped Student
Services for further information.
In addition, the Cincinnati
Goodwill Industries has several summer jobs available
for disabled students. Contact
Handicapped Student Services
for further information.
Asthma Discussion Group
How an asthmatic child
manipulates
other
family
members by the use of his
illness is the subjcct of the
next Discussion '77 program
for parents of asthmatic children.
Sponsored free of charge by
the Miami Valley Lung Association. the group will meet
Tuesday. June 7 at 7:30 pm in
the second-floor conference
room of Children's Medical
Center. Chapel Stteei. Dayton.
Edwardo Jones. MD, psychiatric consultant to Children's Medical Center and the
community health center is
guest speaker, discussing various Emotional Conflicts of
Asthmatic Children.
The public is invited.
Spring Arts Festival
lhe
College-Community
Arts council will present its
annual Spring Arts festival
June II and 12 from 12 to 9
pro at the Western Ohio
Branch (ampus of Wright
State University.
The two day festival will
feature art displays and craft
demonstrations. There will be
hourly performances of children's
programs.
music,
dance, and drama
The public is invited to
attend this event free of
charge Children are welcome
and meals w;!! be sold on
• ampus. 5-24
Engineer Ring Ceremony
The Greene County Chapter
of the Ohio Society of Professional Engineers is sponsoring the Second Annua!
Order of the Engineer Ring
Cerem-ay. Eligibility is lim
ited to graduate engineers
and graduating seniors. The
ceremony includes lifetime
membership, brunch
and
ring, it will be held june 8 at
6:30 pm at the Uni Center
Presidential Dining room. For
registration snd info go to the
Engineering office, WSU, 490
Fawcett hall or call Joe Po
kosii (office 225-4915, home
296-5157).

Krgerrels al Graduation
Robert J Kegerreis. president of Wright State University. will be the featured
speaker at the WOBC graduation ceremonies on June 5,
1977.
Twenty-one students of the
Western Ohio Branch Campus
will receive Associate of Applied Business degrees, and
five students will receive Associate of Applied Scicnce degrees. The students have
completed two years of study
at the branch campus.
Also to be honored during
the WOBC ceremonies arc ten
students who will receive
master degrees and sixty-two
students who will receive
bachelor degrtes at main
campus on June 11. These
students completed the majority of their course work .<
the Western Ohio Branch
Campus.
Tapestry Design Contest
Davtor area professional
artists, designers, and art
students arc invited to submit
designs for an eight foot by 16
foot carpet/tapestry. The finished tapestry will be instal
led in Winters Tower East
lobby and the artist whose
design is selelcted w ill receive
a $500 cash award
llie contest is sponsored by
Winters Tower and the staff
of the Dayton Art Institute
will assist in selelcting the
final design. Designs submitted must be related to Dayton's street grid and river
system and drawi to the
correct scale Small scale city
maps will be made available
as design aids. Submissions
must be in color and recogni
rable as the city plan, but
artists are free to add other
elements within this framework.
The winning design will be
executed by hand in acrylan
yam, of which there are 80
colors available. A sample of
the type of tapestry desired,
as well as samples of available
yam colors, will be on display
in Winters Tower East Lobby
between May 9 and May 20
adjacent to the wall where the
finished tapestry will hang
Full contest details and design specifications may be obtained by calling 228-1021 bet
ween 10 am and 4 pm All
design entries must be delivered to the Dayton Art In
stitute on later than August I,
1977.
jraduale Assistanlshlp
A graduate assistamshtp iv
available for a statistical program consultant. The applicant should have an applied
statistical background, preferably from liberal arts or business. Additionally, applicant
should have experience in
running one or more statistical programs such as 5PSS.
OSIRIS or BMD.
The «wrk period b 20 hou.%
per week, for the academic
year 1977-78. To apply eon
tact: RICC. Dr Donald J Scha
efer. Director. Room 080 Library.

fnllf.gf. Con n a t i o n
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Apartheid demonstration result: 295 arrested
(CPS)--A peaceful student rally was 4:30 in the morning before it
and sit-in. demonstrating opposi- was all over, at least 250 people,
tion to Stanford University in- sometimes as many as 000. were
vestment in corporations which outside all the time calling and
operate in South Africa, erupted yelling support as police cscorted
late Monday, May 9, with the each of the sit-in members out of
.jrrest of 295 Stanford students.
the Old Union."
The 29.- students of the priThe arrests culminated several
vate California university were weeks of student protest over the
arrested under orders of the school's investment portfolio,
campus police chief and Stan- which includes stockholdings in
ford's vice president for public several corporations that carry on
affairs, and ^*'re charged with business in South Africa, a
trespassing, said Harry Press of country which has come under
the campus news and publica- severe international criticism
tions department. Ai'i the stu- because of its system of legalized
dents were released on their own racism, known as apartheid.
recognizance by noon Tuesday.
Of Stanford's S120 million in
May 10. he added.
corporate stockholdings, oneThe students were staging a third or i40 million is invested
sit-in at the central administra- in companies such as Ford Motion office for student activities, tor. Goodyear. Texaco, General
the Old 'Jnion building, and were Electric. Union Carbide, and
asked to leave by the police chief Standard Oil of California, which
when the building was officially operates in South Africa and ure
closed for the day. After some charged with financially upholddiscussion, the students decided ing the government's racist polithey would stay and risk arrest cies.
lor trespassing, said Laura CarlThe sit-in followed a rally
son. a sit-in participant and involving more than 700 stuspokeswoman for the students.
dents. including leaders of the
' 'There was an incredible show Stanford associated student govof lolidarity by the students." ernment and the black student
Carlson said. "Rven though it union. Carlson said four de-

mands regarding Stanford
vestment policies were presented
to Dr Peter Bing. Stanford Board
of Trustees' president, at the
rally.
Because Bing would not agree
to the most important demands.
t'.» students occupied the Old
in on. said Carlson
Fhe student's primary request
urged the trustees to vote, in
their rcK» as stockholders, for
withdrawal of present investment? in South Africa on all
corporate proxies.
The university had been voting
with corporate directors for continued investment and expansion
of operations in South Africa, but
because of pressure from student
groups, the trustees recently
have abstained on shareholder
proposals that call for either a
moratorium on new investments
or a withdrawal of present investments in South Africa, explained Press.
Bing would not agree to this
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Summer Job
Intel views

Some position* MUS open.
Those «electod will earn

University shuns apartheid M
(CPS) Responding so petitions from black faculty and staff, the
University of Maryland Board of Regents voted 9- J to question 28
companies in which they have investments about their activities in
South Africa.
The regents have received 10 replies according to the Daily
Calif Oman, the newspaper for the University of California a!
Berkeley.
These corporations claimed they were working to improve the
situation of the South African black population through special
training program? or scholarship foundations.
In their requests, the regents told the companies that "the
doctrine of apartheid does not represent the basic philosophy of
the citizens of the United States of America, nor does tt represent
the principles of the University of Maryland. ' 1

first demand, arguing mat Stan
ford can serve a more valuable
role by abstaining on such decisions and by writing letters,
which the tiustees have done, to
corporate directors urging an
ancle rated practice of black hiring in South Africa, said Press.
Bing also feels that if US corporations puli out of South Africa,
the door will be open for investment by countries which are less
critical of apartheid than the US.
The students do not agree with
Bing's position, said Carlson.
The se<ot;d and third demands. which Bing accepted, ask
the trustees to rpepare a statement specifically explaining how
much money the university
would lose by divesting from the
corporations under question, and
to meet with student leaders to
discuss other investment related
opics including the establish
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Intertlews held:

men! of some moral guidelines
for investor responsibility, said
Carlson
The final demand concerned
the makeup of the university's
Commission for Investment Responsibility (OR), which is
charged with making non-binding recommendations to the trustees on investment matters.
Carlson said the students
would like to see OR reformed to
include more students-currently
C'lR is composed of one student,
three faculty, and th;ee alumni
She explained that their recom
mendations are often cast aside
by the trustees, so the students
would also like to see OR gain
more pjwer in investment decisions.
Bing agreed to discuss this
demand when the !»ustees mee'
with student leaders

unplanned
pragnancy?
don't know what to do?
talk over aH your
options w«th

QA/OWG n&ne
Free pregnancy test,
confidential help.

223 3446

Friday, May 23
Koorn 'Ml Student Center
1:0t) pm or 4:0<> f.m
Please he on lime!

The Rath

Thinking about teaching as a career?

Invites You To

Get an early start in a real clasSxroom

Enjoy your choice of Beer
at WSlFs Rathskellar
Old Milwaukee Dark
Black Label Light
\
Tubourg
^
Pabst

Served All Day

Located in the
University Center

Combine classroom instruction
with clinical experiences
Applications now being accepted for a pilot
group of 20 students whG are ready to enter
the College of Education in Fall, 1977.

For information and application contact
Beatrice F. Chait, Associate Dean
College of Education
322 Millett Hall
873-2332
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Erk studies herbicides

9 0 minute market concert schedule

DATE

GROUP

PLACE

May 27

Fog Hat

HhU Coliseum

28

Emerson, Lake. A Palmer

Riverfront

28

Central Ohio Jam
War, Crusaders, Shotgun
Uriah Heep, Si}»s, Dictators

Franklin Coliseum

0'j;ie of Rock-n-Roll &
Friends
Vickie Betts
South side Johnny .38 Special
Weather Report

Page Manor Cinema

29
June 3 &

BY KATHY GASPER
Guardian Staff Writer

TIME

5 pm

$8..SO/9.50/iC.OO

Hara Arena

%$ SO/fc.SO

fa ft Cincinnati
Emery Hall Cincinnati 7:00/10:00 pin $6.00/7.00

World Scries of Rock
Aero Smith. Utopia, l e d Nugent
Hall & Oates

Hara Arena

TBA

$5.50/6.50

$10.50

Dan Fogelberg

raft. C incinnati

$5.50/6.50

Marshall Tucker

Riverfront

$5.50/6.50

Pink Floyd

Riverfront

$8 00- 9.00

mmmrnmrnm
Need Relaxation from books?

Visit 235 Golf Center
Large Game Room - Baseball Machines
Located on Rt 235
10 min from Fairborn - 878-9704

BUSlNfSS

OPOORtJNlTv

Dr Stanley D Erk has been
appointed as research assistant
professor in chemistry. His duties are to perform pesticide
research in the Wright State
Un-versity Brehm laboratory.
Prior to his appointment, Erk
worked under a contract from
Wright Patterson Air Force Base
as an inhalation research chemist
at the University of California.
"I've been based in Dayton
even though I worked for the
University of California. It wasn't
a move I've wanted to work out
here. Hii atmosphere is conductive to getting work done. I've
always like WSU," commented
Erk.
"I've worked in the field of
toxicology before. Pesticide isn't
that different, it's just a different
phase. Although some things are
new," added Erk.
"The University of Californis
does have a few different practices. but basicclly they're simi
lar to WSU. I think "he research
here is good."
What my research involved is
trying to dcta."h a contanimant
from the pesticide herbicide
orange. My job is imporiant
because the con'anirr.ant is hazardous. carcinogenic. There are
a number of lis working on this
project."
"You could spend as much
time as you want working on

Stuf Enveo
lpes
S25.00 PER HUK3RED
Immediate Earnings
Send SI 00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A
310 franklin Street
Boston.*a«. 02118

university
food
services

research. But the research ia
designed for only eight hours a
day. But it seems to never end."
remarked Erk.
"1 enjoy my work. I don't know
whether it's earth shattering research. But it's my work. It iocs
have some sort of significance
because by determining the hazards of some of these pesticides,
it can be determined how safe
they are to use. I think the use of
pesticides has been questioned.
And it should be. But when
pesticides are beneficial with
reasonable risks, then they
should be used. They oie beneficial to the economy. Practically
everyone benefits."
"The job is a challenge. You
come up against problems that
are insolvable. But that is the fun
part of the job." Scientists are
good people to work with. They
are just like everyone else.
There's a complete mil of personalities and attitudes."
"1 review journals ali the time.
Every two weeks I spend time in
the library. There is so much that
comes out of various periodicals
that it's hard to stay up with it."
Erk was a 1969 graduate of
WSU "Things have changed
quite a bit, I must admit. Mainly
they have gotten larger. I'm
fo»cinated with the way the place
grows. It's a very good university. The professors know their
fields, and there is adequate
equipment." summed Erk.

Group probes fee hikes
'CPSJ-The Oregon State Legislature has formed an unprecedented subcommitee to invesligate the tuition policy of the state
school systems, apparently because the legislators realized tuition
issues are too complicated to get a handle on in order to make
considered rulings on increases.

Friday, May 27
Normai Operation in All Units!
Tfus iHogram rs supported

University Cafeteria

Sat

11:30-2:00
4:30-600

Sun

11:30-2:00
4:30-6:00

Rathskeller 7:00pm-1 i :00pm

Mon

11:30-2:00
4:30-6:00

Mon, May 30

Allyn Hall and Crock Pot will be
CLOSED Sat, Sun, and Mon

WSU Bookstore
CLOSED
Memorial Weekend \
May 2.8-29-30

Masturbat on is normal function of human body
May M. 1*77 GCAIDtAN •

A: All. or alimat all authorities
in the field of human sexuality
agree that masturbation is a
normal function of the human
body in both males and fe.-nalrs.
There is no evidence that masturbation is harmful. It is not true
that masturbation in early life
viil! lead to any pn blems of
setu*l responsiveness later in
life.
Self-stimUstor, is a phase
through which almost all preadolescent and adolescent boys
and girls pass. The time will
come when you will not feel the
need to masturbate frequently.
M> advice is not to worry about
your present behavior.
Qi It seemt hat there arc a lot
of girl"
J are uneducated
about s*.. Many want Co know If
pregnancy can occur by means
other than Intercourse. Please
e iplain In yoor column all !here
Is to know about set and pregnancy.

'
*is on the
fh*» order
O f i l w of 4
A or
nf
risk factor
5 to one, ie women cm the oral
contraceptive have four or five
time* greater incidence of heart
attacks than those of similar age
who are not on the oral centraoeptfrre.
Having said this, we must
remember that the incidence of
heart attack in women between
the age? of 40 and SO is not very
high, sc the! even though the
woman who is using the oral
contraceptive may t e at higher
risk, nonetheless her chance of
sustaining a heart attack is not
great, especially if she does not
smofee. Th» is important because
we must balance the risks in
volved when the oral contraceptive is used, and the risks of
pregnancy. The complications of
pregnane? in women between the
ages of 40 and 50 are high and
sometimes quite serious. These
complications are not just to the
woman hersell but also to her
offspring.
In light of our present knowledge, I believe that women age
40 and older should discontinue
the oral contraceptive on the
basis of the studies referred to
abovv. I am advising my patients
in this age gioUp to seek alterna
tive c-ontracep-'ion including sterilisation. Men and wof*t:n in-

r < M B c i f i a I v are
* M undergoine
Iin
I . •• ««"!>I.
tTeasingly
nt'.wii with completion of family,
and the average age at the time
of sterilization is declining
Consult your physician, as he
or she knows your physical status
and is best able to advise you.

Qi We are ladles of a W n a u ' i
Club mud range h age* fruoi 65
to 75. A taia a b w ayphiUs was
given by a n a n * rex-rally. She
raid a young gtrl In ber early 20 .
rouM contract sypMb and sever
know h She cswld go through
life and It v -mid never show op
until she was In her l u ? M'a or
7C\. ft this real)) jK>««lbie?
A: In theory it is possible that
a person could contract syphilis
and be unaware of it for a period
of many years. It is true thai
untreated syphilis will cause serious disease of the cardiovascular system and the central ner
vous system many, many years
after it is i-ontractged. It is also
true th/.t untreated syphilis in
pregnancy results in infection of
the fetus in uteio often with dire
consequences to the fetus.
However these events almost
never occur today nor have they
occurred with any significant

A: There are two ways in
which pregnancy occurs The
first is penetration of the vagina
by the penis with ejaculation, ie
normal sexual intercourse. The
second way is through the deposition of sperm on the Hps of the
vagina or near the opening of the
vaginu during petting. Occasionally, the spermatozoa are capable
of entering the vagina and pregnancy may result.

A: This is a classical example
of impotency (erectile incompetence) the immediate cause of
which is performance anaiety.
Erectile incompetence is one of
the most common and distressing
sexual dysfunctions of men It
occurs throughout ail age groups

• •

«

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and is of psychological origin in
the overwhelming number of
cases. especiaJiy in young men.
In older men. there is a higher
incidence of organic disease such
as diabetes mellitus. for esample. Many men tr.esting drugs
for the control of hypetteriion
also have problems of attaining
or maintaining election Poor
relationship between partners,
alcohol and other drugs are also
commonly implicated in this dysfunction.
Where the cause is pathological. the treatment by modern se»
therapy techniques is successful
in over 50 per cent of cases
Relapses or recurrence however
occur rather frequently. First
have a thorough physical ciam
mat ion with appropriate laboratory studies If no disease is
found, seek modern ses therapy.

Dr Robert C long MO. IIrill
Plata, 3333 Bardstown K«ad.
loalavflle. Cventuckv 402!*

Leam to

= = - SKY DIVE
Greene County Sport
Parachute Club
C.ia**ea lOtOOam & 2:(M)pm daily

Qi I am 46 yean oki and have
been taking birth rvsnrol pttla far
twelve years. After I read an
article la the paper that said the
• omen over forth can have heart
attack from taking 'Ac pOI. I am
afraid to continue taking thesn,
bat the doctor says I would get
pregnant, but I would rather get
pregnant than have a heart
attack. What la yoor opinion.
A: Recent studies in England
strongly suggest that women
between the ages of 40 and 50
who are on the oral contraceptive
are at higher risk for coronary
occlusion or heart attack than
those who are not on the pill.
These studies indicate that the

*
....
•
frequeacy
for many years.
As
o-ir
knowledge of syphilis increased,
public health programs evolved
which have been very successful
in early diagnosis and treatment
of this disease. A blood test for
syphilis is mandatory for issuance of a marriage license A
blood test for syphilis is mandatory for every pregnant woman.
Almost every time a person
enters a hospital, a VRDl is
performed As a result of tiese
and other measures, syphilis
today is almost always diagnosed
in its earlier stages and is
eradicated before late systemic
complications occur.

Individuals $ 4 5 . 0 0
G r o u p of 5 $ 3 5 . 0 0 p e r i n d .
For further information call 376-9293

101 E. Stewart St. Dayton 228-5776
Live Entertainment Fri & Sat
Ladies Night Every Wednesday
Open Sundays. . Ample Parking
Big 7 ft TV Screen

Like an umbrella on a
sunny day that turns
cloudy, A.F.S.C.M.E.'s
nice to have around.
Don't go
unprotected!

Scuba
Diving
Swimming
O'vt.s <£

Scuba Rental*
Air Station
Trampoline*
Sun Bathing
Snack Bar
Picnicing
Free Parking

•M
* -jaomtK

(ouKirv clear, air. freedom from
traffic
anises.
par*
like
\ummmtings
ihrae
form
ihe
setting for the jewel thai Ie
SPORTSMAN LAKE. sparkling
pure spring water, unpolluud. as
rieaa »xd purr as Nature lntrarf.->! It
<o be.
Joha Bnan Stale Park is oa/i- /
Kttiet away /or oiri*<>Ar campiag,
OATS AND HMESOPENi
Saturdays and Sundays
10 am t i p pas
I uesdav thru Friday
12 noon ill * pm
SEASONr
Memorial Bay
thru
Certfflcaltan Koqairad tar Scuha
Admission: Adult $2 Chad 1.7$

SPORTSMAN LAKE US ROUTE 42
CEDAR VILLE, OH 45314(513)766-3041
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WSU baseball opens third NCAA tournament
BY
COOPER
BY IARBY
IARRY COOPER
Guardian Sports Writer

The Wright State University
baseball team opened their third
straight NCAA division II tournament appear ance with an astonishing display of offensive
power against highly rated
Youngstown State University,
clubbing the Cardinals into submission by a 26-1 score, poundin/j out 25 hits including 10
doubles, a triple and two home
runs.
Unfortunately, the Raiders
season king problem of lack of
depth on the mound proved to be
their undoing as they dropped
their next two contests. 8-5 to
Southern Illinois at Edwardsville,
and 13-6 to Northern Kentucky
which eliminated them from the
tournament.

me Kaiaers »astea muc unie.
scoring a single run in the first
inning, then exploded for 12 runs
in the next two innings against
the team that had led the nations
Division II teams in earned run
average going into the game.
After Tern- Flanary flied out to
center field leading off the second inning. Dennis Palsgrove
singled and Mark Lucas drew a
walk. Terry Mohr brought thorn
home with a double then scored
himself on Kevin Newnam's
eighth home run of the year.
Kent Stuck got on base on an
errcr and scored when Barry
Rowland ripped his sccond double in two at bats. Flanary
started off the third inning with
another two base hit. then the
Raiders got three walks and two
singles before Rowland belted
his 'hird extra base hit of the

game. a uiy.c. 10 ma«e tne score with outs but Ken Fyffe itegied
12-0. Dave Newnam brought to keep the inning going K
Rowland home with a sacrifice fly Ne*nam walked then Stuck beltand Flanary followed with his ed his second two base hit of the
second double of the itining but inning, making him the second
was stranded at second when Raider in thit game to have two
Palsgrove struck out to end the doubles ir. the same inning
Mercifully, McMichael then popinning.
YSU goi a break in the fourth ped out to the catcher to end the
inning as the Raiders went down inning.
WSU coach Ron Nischwiti
in order but the WSU merry-go
round cranked up Spain in the started sending in the reserves at
fifth K Newnam singled to lead this point but the Raiders still
off the inning and Stuck followed scored five more runs, including
with a double After Doug Mc- three in the ninth inning on a
Michael. who was pinch hitting single by D J Pack, a two out
for Rowland, and D Newnam ahd double by McMichael, Denny
singled. YSU was unsuccessful in Robinson got on via a two base
getting an out on a dcuble play error, and Dale Branham ripped
attempt, loading the bases for a double to left center field to
Palsgrove. Dennis jumped on the finish the scoring.
AH that scoring not only hurt
first pitch, blasting it over the
left field fence for four more the YSU pitchers but also victimized
WSU hurler Gary Gabringruns. Lucas and Mohr followed

A long time ago in a gaiexy jar, jar away...

I^ENIIOH c€Nrurw rax Rntrts A LUCASFILM LTD P P O C X O I O N

STAP.WAPS
MARK HAMILL HAAPJSON FOOD CARPJ€ FISH€P>
P€TGR CU5HING
and
Ai£C GUINNtSS
and DwectcO Oy GCOW3C LUCAS Prxfcxxd by GAPY KUPXZ Muse by JOHN WILLIAMS
p w m o r a u j x f : ' rconcaore

Star Wars opens May 25th in these cities:
WW YORK - Asioi Pla^a
NEW YORK - Oipheum
HICKSVILLE-Twin
PARAMUS RKO
MENL0 PARK - Cinema
BOS 10N Charles
CINCINNATI - Showcase Cm I
DAYTON - Dayton Mai! I
DENVER-Cooper
ROCK ISLAND tM'lan) - Cmema 3
DETROIT-Americana i
LOUISVILLE-Cinema I
KANSAS CITY -Glenwoodi
LOS ANGELES-Ana? I
GR ORANGE-City Centre I

PHOENIX Cine Caen
SAN DIEGO - Valley Circle
MINNEAPOLIS-St LcuisPaik
PHI! ADELPHIA - Eric's Place
PENNSAuKEN - Enc I
LAWRENCEVILLE - Eric II
CLAYM0NT -EiiC I
FAIRLESS HILLS-Eric li
PITTSBURGH - Showcase
PORTLAND - Westgate i
SALT LAKE CITY Centre
SAN FRANCISCO Coronet
SACRAMENTO-Centura 25
SAN JOSE Centurv 22 A
SEATTLE - U A 150

WASHINGTON Uptown
TORONTO-Uptown I
"CHICAGO - River Oaks I
•CHICAGO- Edens2
CHiCAGO - Yorktown 3
"CHICAGO -Esquire
•DALLAS NorthPark 2
"HOUSTON-Galleria 2
-DES MOINES—Riwerriill
•INDIANAPOLIS Eastwood
"OMAHA- Cm Center
"MONTREAL Westmont Sq
"VANCOUVER-Stanley
*ST LOUIS-CreveCoeur
"Opens May 27th

er, who » " lifted by NUchwiti
Nta
after going five innings even
though he had allowed the Cardinals no hits and only one
bascrunner, a walk in the third
inning. Gabringrr could take
solace though in the fact that
wfth the win he became the first
pitcher in Raider history to notch
double figures in the win column,
raising his record to 10-3.
YSU scored their lone run in
the eighth when Rick Phillibin
walked, went to second on a
single by Piul Kent, advanced to
third as the Raiders were making
a double play, and finally scored
on a single by Ed Kchl.
The game totals d w K New
nam. Stuck. Rowland, and Mc
Michael with three hits each; and
D Newnam. Palsgrove, Flanary
Lucas, ana Fyffe with two hit
each. Collecting WSU's record
ten doubles were Stuck. Row
land, and Flanary with two each,
and McMichael, D Newnam,
Branham. and Mohr with one
cach. Rowland added a triple and
K Newnam and Palsgrove homered in the Raider attack.
WSU scored first against Southern Illinois-Edwardsville when
Stuck and D Newnam hit first
inning doubles to bring in one
run. SIEU came back for two
runs in the second on a double by
Mike Brown and a triple by Jim
Nofke. Nofke then scored as Don
Lange grounded out to D Newnam at first base.
After SIEU scored a single run
in the top of the sixth, the
Raiders came back wkh three
runs in the bottom of the inning
to take the lead at 4-3. Lucas
singled and the Newnams followed with back to back home runs,
first Kevin, then Dave.
SEIU went ah-ad again with
two runs in the eighth and iced
the game with three runs in the
r'r.th as all the Raiders could
manage was a single run on
Flanary's home run in the bottom
of the ninth. Mark South took the
loss and had his five game
winning streak halted in the
process.
Consistency by Northern Kentucky proved to be the Raiders
downfall in what would prove to
be their last game of the season
as the Norsemen scored in every
inning but the seventh, including
three in the eighth and three in
the ninth to close out the Raid
ers.
Earlier, WSU had pulled to
within a run with four talleys in
the fifth Stuck and K Newnam
started the inning with singles
and Rowland homered for three
runs. Flanary flied out but Fyfft
tripled *nd scored on an error to
make the score 7-6 before NKU
pulled away.
In spite of the disappointing
finish in ihe tournament, the
Raiders finished with one of their
most successful campaigns ever.
They set new team records for
average (.304), hits (431). homeruns (38), runs batted ita 1253),
tconticucd on page 11)
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Shoes Untied lead in intramural softball wins
BY SUSAN OPT
Gunllan Sports Writer

Shoes Untied »nd Ski Club
Oubbers still lead the way in the
Green co-ret' intramural softball
division 5-0. 2-0 respectively,
followed by slippery Fish in
third. 1-2. Both E Pluribus Unun
and BSU have forfeited.
Maddog and Myron'. Maulers
still claim first standings in the
Gold co-rec with three wins a

piece and no losses.
Cactus Flower, 4-1. and Fear
A Loathing, 2-1. still hold first
and second with Chem Wipes
moving up to third, 1-1. forcing
Born Losers to fourth, 2-3, and
Delta Zcta to fifth. 0-1. in the
Yellow division.
Veo Bo« Turtles. 4-1. have
replaced Tower Inferno for first
in the Black division with Towering Inferno placing second. 3-1,
Dairy Airs moving up to share

third with Enormo (both 2-2)
while the Kavrns fell to fifth. 1-2.
and Zets Tau Alpha struggling
0-4 in sixth.
Under the Blue men's softball
division. Veo Bo* Turtles climbed up to third by winning two
games. 3-2. forcing 4-Way Street
to settle for fourth. 2-3 with Bad
News I'jnds which moved up
from fifth. 2-3, while the Enforcers dropped -so sixth, 2-4. Beta
Thcta M fin.illy won its first

fourth [riser standings with an
even 28-28.
Night Out climbed from last
place to fifth. 27-29 while No
Name droppeli a place to sixth
24-32. KBG's trail in seventh.
22-34 while Phi Kappa Tau has

high games, followed by No
Name 225/.
Larry Cooper of Fried Clams
and Bill Embry of Strokersville
still claim individual highs in
scries. 604 and 603 respectively,
while a second Strokersville.
McGuire has taken over third
place with 574.
Embry also leads in high
games with a 256. followed by
Cooper, 243, and Marra from No
Name with a 215.

Fried Clams in first place
BY SUSAN OPT
Guardian Sports Writer

According to '.he latest intramural mixed bowling league
standing sheets. Fried Clams has
taken aver the le*d of team
standings with 37 wins and 19
losses with a total of 14501 pins.
Alley-Oops has dropped to
second. 34-22. followed by
Moyse's Mouse moving up to
third from seventh. 29-27. Strokersville has displaced KBG's for

forfeited.

Fried Cams. Moyse's Mouse
and Strokersville still lead in
team high series 826. 810, and
795 respectively while Fried
Clams. 2307 and
Moyse's
Mouse, 2293 also lead in team

game of the season but also lost
its fourth. Funky Connections,
4-1 and Phi Kappa Tau. 5-2. still
iead the division.
Beta Phi Omega has forfeited
the Orange men with Fear &
Loathing and Shoes Untied still
claiming first place. 5-0. WSU
Hoopslers are taking third, 3-2
with Eagles dropping to fourth.
4-3 and Alpha Gamma Nu. 1-4.
exchanging sixth for fifith with
the Grave Diggers. 1-S.

Hot Dogs have also forfeited in
the Purple men division. Big
Daddy Swingers continue thiir
--inning streak. 6-0 with Enormo
replacing Chem Wipes for second. 4-3 and Poor Ole Profs
maintaining third place. 2-2.
Chem Wipes, dropping to fourth,
2-4, are followed by Cox Heart
Institute which had its first win
out of four games played so far
this year.

Women Raiders finish 10-10;
Mercer leads with .508

BY SUSAN OPT
Guardian Sports Writer

Finals results arc in for the
Wright State women's softball
team which finished its season
ten and ten.
Vicki Mercer led the team with
a battirg average of .508 (33-65).
followed by Pam Jones. .492
(31-63). V Mercer also led in hits.
33. runs. 22. and victories. 10.

Jones. Lynda Miller and Cindy
Mercer followed V Mercer in hits
with 31 each.
C Mercer claimed the most
doubles 6. and triples, 5 for the
season with 50 total bases. 15
walks. 29 RBl's. 45 assists and a
.781 slugging percentage to her
name.
V Mercer followed close behind C Mercer with 44 assists
and 38 bases.

Cathy Puka hk the most homeruns this season with two and as
two behind V Mercer in runs,
with 20.
With 128 putoats. Midler also
claimed the best fielding percentage, .956 (6 errors. 135 chances)
and Mandy Wilson trailed C
Mercer with 12 RBl's for Ine
season.

Raiders have record baseball season
(continued from page 10)
runs scored (280). stolen bases
(84), and double plays (34).
Individual records were set by
Kevin Newnam: homeruns (9).
RBl's (49). and runs scored (39).
Dave Newnam also broke the old
home run record with eight and
set fielding records by -naking
339 putout; and paO.icipf.ing in
26 double plays. S s j p u t his
name in the icc'•*) took with 27
stolen bases. Besides his ten
wins Gabriager pitchev in a
record 95 innings, one mon. than
South who entered the record
parade by appearing in 17
games, one more man Gabnnger.
In other outstanding performances five Raiderregulars^bat-

ABORTION
INFORMATION
SERVICE
CLINIC
Your A r e a

ASSISTING 1-24 WEEK
PREGNANCIES
TE SMINATFO
LICENSED
PHYSICIANS
IMMEDIATE ARRANGEMENTS
WILL BE MADE WITH NO
HASSLE

call toil fre«

1-800-362-1205

ted over .300 led by Dennis
Palsgrovc ai 407. fallowed by K
Newnam .369. Rowland .366. D
Newnam .344, and Lucas .301.
Ken Fyffe led the team in
doubles with ten and D Newnam
and Stuck tied for the lead in

Rick Burger both tied the old
record for wins with seven.
The future looks outstanding
for the Raider basebrilers as th»v
lose only seniors South. Flanary.
and Mohr tr graduation.

Intn mural soft bailer boycotts l he ball and strikes out. \Ruhert
Pauls. vi phalli]

WSU Bookstore
CLOSED
Memorial Weekend
May 28-29-30

HELL J
UPSIIDE
ID O W N !

She

is a lady's girl •
S.I Shi kmtuo «h»t you like There an- lm
nl great game-. A ( h u - n r l m r a lounge for
quiet iniisi rsalhiti a huge oe» dame (lam
(.ri al n n t l r Ami lots rooii

Thursday is Ladies Night

Free Admission
and Reduced Drinks
for both
Gals 'and Guys
• But guys also know She is great fun

6:30
10:10

DOUBLE FEATURE
Fri-Sat May 27-28
112 Oelmari
O l i o

•MRHuwts—*1.

AIRPORT

m LANCASTER- DO* H i
J.EAN StBERG J'ACQUELINE SI5SET
« MOW K M • IKMUUI* • * * — • * » • «
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FOR SALE: 3 piece living
room suit. (Rowe). Aqua color
good shape, reasonable. Contact mailbox # J348. 5-24
FOR SALE: 3 flat twin sheets.
1 pillow-case. All are brand
new, some still in package
Beautiful decorator colors.
Am moving, must sell. $5 for
all. or individually sold. Put
note in mail bo: D151, with
phone number or place you
-.an <;«• contacted. 5-24
FOR SALE: one slightly used
VVSU student mail bo*. Graduating in June. Good condition.
Hardly ever used except for
junk mail. Best offer. Reply
box N554. Grover Krnson.
5-24
LIGHT-weight sofa for saieS10. Matching chair-$5. Call
426-8719. Ask for Mark or
Lydia. 5-24
WATERBED for sale: queensize. in good condition. Also
wood frame, heater, liner, and
sheets. Best offer. Call 4268719. isk for Lydia or leave
note in box El74. 5-74
ROYAL PORTABLE manual
typewriter. Used once or
twice-like new. Still under
warranty. Piad $85. Will sacrifice for $55 or best offer.
Contact 254-1457 or 069. 5-24
THREE YRS OLD panasonic 8
track tape dec* -ccorder. stereo.
2 speakers (quadraphonic hookups) am/ fm radio. Stereo lights
up microphone. Earphone and
mike jacks. Best offer. I'm reasonable. 325-0244. J335. 5-24
FOR SALE: Kitchen carpet. Six
and a half feet by seven feet.
Rust color. Bound edges. $20 or
best offer. Call Chris at 253-3049
or 434-2718. 5-24
PHILCO. Black and White
TV. In good rendition. Good
reception UHF/VHF 19 inch.
Call Spfld any time. 325-0244.
Or put inquires in mailbox
J335. Best offer. 5-24
HEALTH NUTS: fcavs almost
full cans of Leir.it->. aatj Super
yeast for dynami'.e rr.il1 shake.
My strmach can't takt it.
Great price. Call 845-0760 or
leave your number at 8733110. 5-24
IF YOU liked the Utopia
articles in the Guardian you'll
love Mohammed's radio. Send
$1, name and address to
Mohammed's radio. 1200
Miple Street. Troy Ohio
45373 . 5-24
FOR SALE: One pair cf yellow
-gteeri foam-backed curtains
for bedroom in Bonnie Villa.
Like new. with hooks included
$10. Put note in mailbox
DI51. with phone number or
place you can be contacted.
5-24
TWO DOE goats of breeding
age. S25 each 1-773-7131 or
F16. 5-26
CHOPPING BLOCK table:
French kitchen decor. 72 in x
30 in. JI00. 87O-5980 or mailbox S95. 5-26

USED (one year) queen sued
orthopedic mattress and box
springs, in good condition
(with free mattress pad) $100.
Call 274-5398. 5-26
BLACK POWDER Revolver,
replica: Navy confederacy. 36
cal. Fired 3 times. Complete
with powder flask, powder,
ammunition, made in halv.
Blue with brass trim, wood
grips. $80. 879-5980 or mailbox S95. 5-26
SIAMESE, blue-point kittens
friendly, box trained. Call
between 6 pm-12 pm (as in
midnight). 879-0386. 5-26

Automobiles'
1074 LEMANS. 350 CI. 2bbl,
automatic. power brakes,
power steering, aid cond.
cragcrs. new tires, 35.000 mi.
Oiocolatc btnwn. brown interior. Very sharp. >3.100. Call
879-4985, or 873-2920 after 4
pm. 4-7
FOR SALE. 1968 Buick Le
Sabre 4 door hard-top-good
condition-fully cqtiipped-$600
or best offer. Call 859-5557
after 6 pm. 5-24
1976 MONZA 2 door coupe,
automatic, beige, buckskin in
terior. 6500 miles. $3300. Call
854-1302 after 5 pm. 5-24
'71 MUSTANG. Autc trans. A/C.
Reliable transportation, body
needs some work. $500. Call ext
2430 or 767-8391. 5-24
FOR SALE: '65 Skylark Buick
Good engine good interior
and fair body. Call 878-6459
or 222 1491. Very reasonable
price. 5-24
FOR SALE: Cadillac. Sedan
De Ville. beige, ex cond.
am/fm stereo, many extras.
1971 model. Call 879-0386
aft-r 6 nm-l 2:30 pm. 5-26
1975 VOLKSWAGEN convertible. red, excellent condition,
original owner. $2995. If interested. call Lee at extension
2491. 5-26
MOBILE HOME 1974 Sheraton. 14 X 65. total elect,
skirting and anchors. TV antennae. storm door & windows. air cond. 2 bedroom,
spacious living area. 1 '/a
bath. Located in Fairway Terrace near WSU and WPAFB
253-7111 ext 288 (or 878-3821
after 6). Why rent? 5-26
1966 DODGE Van In good
shape. 273 cu in. (Recently
overhauled). New 2 bbl. Carburetor. $400. 1-773-7131 or
F16. 5-26
FOR SALE 1963 Chevy Impala
2 dr. Keystone Magg. ciean.
dependable $200. See in Klot, box J210 or call 253-6835.
5-26
1967 BLUE mustang white
vinyl top 2 new tires. New
battery very good condition.
Asking $600. 5-26

lor Steal
FEMALE
ROOMMATE
needed for apt. Near WSU.
For more info call 372-7032 or
contact box G241. 5-24

FOR RENT. 2 BR apartment
near downtown Xenia restored
by architect/owner. Shaded
private green space, porch,
garage, fireplace, appliances,
huge basement. Available
mid-June. $165 plus utilities.
376-2862. 5-24
STRAIGHT MALE roomie
wanted to share nice, roomy
and comfy two-bdrm apt on
North Main in Dayton. Only
$47.50 per month plus half
utilities and phone. WSU
H723 or 277-6943. 5-24
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom. 2
bath furnished condo in Englewood, just off 170. O u t house with sauna, pool, tennis
courts. Available June 22
August 25. $250/mo call 8368564. 5-24
GAY MALE still needs roommate. you can be straight,
gay. male, female, to share*
this huge duplei apartment 15
minutes away from WSU. Air
cond, balcony, color TV.
washer, plenty of parking.
About $100/month. Call 2786950 or contact G548. 5-24
STRAIGHT, moderate male
needs to find someone to help
find and share apartment be
ginning scnctime mid to Fate
summer. <-an start looking
now. Non-smoker. Call 4290007 and ask fur Reiner, or
mailbox N515. 5-26

Lost & Found
LOST--1 pair
photo gray,
rims, hnwn
879-4985 o.
4:00 pm. 4-7

of eye glasses,
brown plastic
u « , reward
873-2920 after

FOUND: Small female dog.
black, at WSU library May 19.
Contact security office or
mailbox J37. 5-24
LOST: One Carving knife with
initials JTR in alley near
Westminster Abbey. If found
return to JT Ripper PC box
448 London England. 5-24

Kelp Wanted
GOOD
DEAL-Responible
male or female student to live
in with handicapped female
student. Must help with personal cart and housework etc.
BVR will pay $20 per day tor
these services. Musi also
share rent. etc. Call before 3
pm or after 8 pm, talk to
Karen 233-6231. S-24
MEDICAL Technologist. Registered ASCP or eligible,
part time substitute. Fels Research
Institute.
Yellow
Springs. Call Lee Naragon
767-7324. extension 12. 5-24
NEEDED. At least 10 evening
students needing either latin
or French at 5:30 to 6:50 Fall
quarter. Contact Steve Ouil
len. Mailbox E-496. 5-2.6
DAYTON AREA rock band
needs an experienced key
boardist Contact C354 or call
Jeff at 878-0449. 5-26

Wanted"
WANTED GARAGE TO rent
for storage of aato. Contact
mailbox J348. 5-24
WANTED: House or rwm in
rural area within commuting
distance. Call collect Nancy
(614) 294-0453. 5-24

Sarvtaes"
NEED TYPING DONE? Re
search papers, themes, manuscripts. tvsumes and general
correspondence typed and duplicated. Finley Typing Service, Dayton. (513) 224-7819.
5-10-8
WEDDING
MUSIC-Choose
anything you want sung during the ceremony in addition
to renaissance and Baroque
pieces for classical guitar. Call
Jim McCutcheon, 233-7479.
5-24
ASTROLOGY
LESSONS
Learn to make and interpret
astrology charts for friends,
relatives and lovers. Very
reasonable rates. Call 2548057 aftei 6 pm. Ask for
Shar-jn. 5-24-4
MUSIC LESSONS. A wide
variety to choose from: keyboards. either rock or classical
guitar, clarinet, or music theory. Very reasonable rates for
those who want to iearn over
the summer months. Call
434-1438 or leave ncte in
mailbox Q1S4. 5-26

Miscellaneous
JOIN US at the second annual
WWSU Yard Sale. Canned
beer, live bands, nice rummage, all at very reasonable
prices. It wouldn't be the
same without you. 5-24
FREE TO GOOD home: Ma
ture long-hair cat, grev and
salmon. Excellent children's
pet or would make fine moussr. Must find new home
because of allergy. 836 8564.
5-24
FREE TO GOOD HOME. 2
kittens. Gray with stripes, 5
weeks old. House trained. 1
male, 1 female. If interested
contact mailbox 1360. 5-24
FREE KITTENS: Two foundling kittens left in a shoe box
ai Jchn 3ryan Park-very cotevery yOung-please help-we
have a nice pet for you-Call
879-5980 or WSU 2185 -or
come to 036BH or mailbox
S95. 5-26
WATCH FOR THE Super Sale
at the Hollow Tree!!!!!! 5-26
THE SUPER.Sale is coming'!
Msgmficf nt markdowns, superb savings, colossal clearance, everything will be
marked down at the Hollow
Tree! 5-26
"GOT
THE
muHchies?"
Come out and support the
Bate Sale sponsored by the
Spring Pledge Class of Zeta
Tau Alpha an Thursday and
Friday, May 26th and 27th.
See you there!!. 5-26-1

THE FRIENDS OF BULL
Moose would like to off-their condolences to the United States on this occasion.
President Carter. 5-26-1

WHEN WAS THE LAST time
you were handcuffed to the
bed and whipped by 2 young
stallions until your proud bottom turned pink? A couple
days? A week; a month perhaps? lis 2 "tender toughs"
are willing to bet it's been too
long. If it h»s, write u-376.
5-26-1

&
HEY SUNSHINE! ( J O Sure. I'm
sure. Most definitely! Suppose,
though, we smooth the edges?
S-24
MOTHER: 1 want you. Respect
fully yours. Augustino. 5-24
TO: FIRST OFFICER McDan
iel. CMO TamUurino, Comm
Off Westbeld, GB, Crewman
Sacksteder, Ensign Rosichan
Please prepare for Lanoin's
party to Planet Sekwestercon
too of the Kazoo system.
Phaser lis and tricorders
needed. Leave Enterprise
stsrdate
7705.27.
return
7705.30. Captain Bachman.
5-24
HAWKEYE Congratulations!
Legal at last!! Lookout Ka!a
mazoo! Miramanee. 5-24
TRI: I know you have a list,
but I hope you haven't been
meeting anyone else at the
Ouaser Restaurant. BP Cone
head 5-24
TAC-How much are the pink
flamengo gargoyles? I'll need
Ihem before the next slumber
party. Frieda P-PS How's
Debbie the basset? 5-24
TRI AND TAC Let's be phaco
cheresl it's like being leprechauns but it doesn't take as
long Uh-huh!-Juanita and lno
Jean. 5-24
GARY. The party was great
Thanks again. Cheryl. 5-26
TO THE ID1 AMIN Midwest
Terror Oub: thanks so much
for my victim's kit. 1 nearly
maimed myself with a sharp
pencil, in my ecstatic hurry to
fill out my application.Looking
forward to a detailed preview
of the mutilation that awaits
me. G313, the Terrorist's Delight. 5-26
TO THE CURLY haired Mat
^oba.'l who eats dead babies
with cream cheese, and wipes
his mouth on his sequined
bowling shirt from Parma.
Ohio: Congratulation? on being selected the new resident
of the Ailyn Hall Moat Look
out/observation Tower!! 5-26
PARTY-GEO's and 104 lab
people, it's this Saturday, so
iton't forget. We are having a
knee lo°*:-a-like contest, so
party ci: down to my placeTim Bennett's 5-26-1
MIDNIGHT Rider The e m torn cruiser lives on and sc
does the sun. How is the
Mkhelin
Man
surviving?
Power to Eubank! See you in
the sun. Sunshine. 5 76-1

